C48i
48 Device Intelligent Charging Solution
for Tablets, Laptops and Chromebooks

We Advance Education

Ergonomically Designed
Charging Solution

Easy Access from the Front and the Back
The C48i is the first AVer charging solution to be designed to
be opened from the front and back at the same time, allowing
students quick and easy access to their education tools and
devices. Long queue lines during class to retrieve or replace
devices are completely eliminated with simple one step
storage and simultaneous front and back door access.

Advanced Device Dividers
The uniquely designed dividers provide users
more convenience with two easy-to-use cable
clips that safely secure and manage devices
charging cables. Easily fit up to 48 charging cables
in their own plastic divider with the C48i and make
sure you never encounter another tangled cable
nightmare again.

3-Point Security
Security comes first when teachers purchase new teaching
gadgets and technology. Constructed from high-quality
steel, the C48i provides teachers the extra security to put
their mind at ease and teachers can rest easy with the
knowledge that their expensive new devices are safely
secured behind two 3-point locks.
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Fit Any Sized Device

Easy Cable Management

Solid, Secure, & Sleek

Intelligent Charging

Unbeatable Warranty

Intelligent Charging
AVer’s Intelligent Charging technology boosts the overall
charging capability and efficiency of the C48i, providing a
quick, convenient and safe charging solution for classroom
devices. The C48i’s recognized Intelligent Charging includes
self-monitoring and smart AC charging.

Intuitive Controls & On-screen Display
1

AVer’s intuitive control layout allows for enhanced control
over the C48i’s charging programs and with an LED
on-screen display, the C48i is capable of communicating
all necessary information effectively and clearly to users.

Passive Airflow Ventilation System
Charging electronic devices can create a lot of heat that can
shorten a device’s life. In order to increase device care, the
C48i was designed specifically to provide the maximum
amount of airflow while still being impenetrable to outside
forces. The strategically positioned ventilation ports keep
devices cool at all times and keep your devices safe, secure,
and in working order.
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Product specifications
Cart dimension
．H = 107.0 cm (42.13'')
．W = 87.0 cm (34.25”)
．D = 60.0 cm (23.62'')

Device capacity
．48
Slot size
．H = 23.5 cm (9.45'')
．W = 3.2 cm (1.26'')
．D = 35.0 cm (13.79'')

Package dimension
．H = 125.4 cm (49.37")
．W = 98.8 cm (38.90")
．D = 71.2 cm (28.03")

Support device
．Tablet / Chromebook up to 14''

Net weight
．95 kg (209.44 lbs)

Charging type
．A / C

Gross weight
．117 kg (257.94 lbs)

Sync type
．N / A

Power specification
．AC in: 100-120V ~ 50/60Hz, 12A
．PWR strip: 48-port total, 100-120V ~ 50/60Hz, 12A
．Outlet 2-port total: 100-120V ~ 50/60Hz, 12A

External power outlets
．2
Control panel
．LED & LCM

Cable management
．Individual AC adapter compartments and AVer
．Patent Cable Latch

Sliding shelves
．N / A

Security
．Front and rear door:
．key padlock with 3 point mechanism

Divider type
．Plastic
Warranty
．10-year: mechanical components
．5-year: electrical components

Casters
．4" casters x 4 (4 x lockable)
Security hook
．Yes

Shipping information
．20' for 15 pcs
．40' for 36 pcs
．40' H for 72 pcs

Specifications may vary depending on countries and are subject
to change without notice.
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Lockable doors
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Menu button

Firmware update port

Power indicator

Power switch
Power cord socket

Select button

Auxiliary outlets

Confirm button
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